(3) w = Pt(1 -Pt).
slightly (Table 1) . Impact appeared to be greater on coefficients of discrete independent variAs a second step, all variables are divided by ables than on those of continuous independent variables. A number of variables significant at (4) wt 5 = [Pt(-PVt)] ' the .05 level in the original model became nonsignificant at the chosen probability level. and the equation is re-estimated. The
The second approach was to re-estimate the procedure is a feasible Aitkens estimator entire question. and in those instances where where is substituted for Q.
Pt(1 -Pt) < 0, Pt(1 -Pt) was set equal to some small positive number. The choice of the small (5) b* = [X'Q-1X] -1 Y positive value is arbitrary, and as we show, results depend on selected values. This is a key b* and Y are vectors, not scalars.
problem with the approach. The value .00001 was the first small positive In thiscase, Q-1 is a diagonal matrix where number used. For those observations where 1/Pt[ -Pt) are the diagonal elements. How-P t (l -P) is a very small positive number, the ever, nothing is built into the OLS procedure transformed dependent variable as well as inconducted in step 1 to ensure that 0 < Pt < 1. If dependent variables become extremely large. t > 1 or Pt < 0, then P(1l -Pt) < 0, and the The result is an enormous spurious increase in data transformation breaks down. Unfortunthe coefficient of determination for the transately, linear probability functions estimated formed regression equation (Table 1 ). The R 2 from typical data sets often generate Pt that increased from 36 to 81 percent. Coefficients are > 1 or < 0.
for the transformed data were in several inIn the SDK study, 55 of 565 or nearly 10 perstances substantially different from the OLS cent of the observations generated predicted results. Coefficients that were significant in values outside (0, 1). We used several apthe OLS results became nonsignificant. Certain proaches to remedy the problem. The first coefficients that were nonsignificant became approach was to delete observations for which significant. Results were very unstable. the probabilities estimated from the OLS equaCoefficients were then derived by setting tion were outside (0, 1). Data were transformed p(1 -P) equl to .01 for those observations in for the 510 remaining observations via the whch P,(1 -P,) < 0, transforming the data, Goldberger procedure and the equation was reand re-estimating the equation. The R 2 of 64 estimated. Results suggested that despite the percent, though higher than the 36 percent for removal of information on observations whose the OLS equation, was less than the 81 percent values for independent variables were far from obtained when .0001 was used. This outcome the sample means, the R 2 did not change subwas expected, because the impact of the stantially and the F-ratios decreased only adjustment on the revised variables was Otherwise, values for observations in which OLS results, with some differences. For Pt(1 -P) < 0 must be made positive or these example, the coefficient on manufacturing emobservations must be deleted. ployment was nonsignificant in the OLS re-
The Kmenta procedure was applied with the suits, significant at the .05 level and positive assumption that values of P(l1 -Pt) < 0 were when .0001 was used, but significant at the .05 equal to .01. The choice was arbitrary. Covarlevel and negative when .01 was used.
iances of residuals were restricted to zero. The Finally, the equation was re-estimated with results, summarized for four iterations in .1 for the value of P,(1 -Pt) when Pt was out- Table 2 , provide little evidence to support the side the (0, 1) range. The R 2 was .55 and the renotion that the iterative procedure will ultigression coefficients, with some exceptions, mately provide "better" estimates of regreswere similar to the OLS results. Manufactursion parameters and their associated standard ing employment became nonsignificant, but errors. Coefficients tend to be rather unstable this time with a negative sign.
through successive iterations. Coefficients of determination and F-ratios actually decrease Kmentas Iterative Procedure .slightly. In short, the iterative procedure when Kmentas Iteratve Procedure applied to real data does not appear to provide results consistent with the theoretical promise Kmenta argues that the problems of heteroinherent in the GLS estimation technique skedasticity can be resolved better through an iterative application of generalized least squares (p. 265). He suggests, as does Gold-LOGIT ANALYSIS berger, that an estimate of the residual variance-covariance matrix can be obtained from Probit, logit, and tobit analysis have been the first pass of the OLS. By use of the GLS proposed as techniques for ensuring that preprocedure, an "improved" estimate of the residicted probabilities always lie between zero dual variance-covariance matrix is obtained, and one (Penn, Witherington and Wills) . Preand the procedure is used again to re-estimate dited values initially obtained from the the regression parameters. The procedure can sample data are transformed via a normal be applied as many times as desired. One of the cumulative function that can be represented by GLS assumptions is that Q is positive definite a sigmoid curve (McFadden 1974, Nerlove and (Johnston) . Though negative values of Pt(1 -Press, Theil 1971). The logit transformation Pt) could appear on the diagonal of Q in violahas been the most popular among researchers tion of this assumption, results using a negaworking with economic data. The logit transtive variance would be nonsensical. A positive formation defines the probability of an event variance can be calculated only if more than occurring as: one value for each X observation is available. This is not feasible with usual economic data.
(6) P = 1/[1 + exp(Xtb)]. Hence, Xtb need only lie between -o and +oo Table 3 summarizes the results of the logit for the probability to lie between zero and one. function estimation. Results from the logit Estimation of the logit function is straightfunction estimation are superior to those obforward for controlled experiments in which tained from the OLS methods using the (0-1) cell treatments are replicated, because probdummy as the dependent variable, even when ability estimates of the occurrence of an event adjustments are made for the heteroskedastifor each cell are easily calculated. Economic city problem. Coefficients for most variables data from uncontrolled experiments pose are substantially larger in relation to the regreater problems.
spective standard errors for the logit model In our analysis, we adopt the logit method suggested by Berkson, refined by Theil (1970) simple correlation between the two probability estimates is .94, the estimates differ markedly at the extremes of the distribution. Data than for the unadjusted or adjusted OLS charted in Figure 1 closely correspond to the models. For example, the coefficient on labor results suggested by the figure in the Nerlove availability is several times its standard error and Press report (p. 4). in the logit model, but at best only slightly 68
